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PRIME MINISTER SHEIKH HASINA URGES TO DECLARE COVID-19 VACCINES AS A PUBLIC GOOD
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has urged world leaders to declare
COVID-19 vaccines as “global public good” to ensure an effective
global vaccination drive. She made the call in her address at the
virtual ‘White House Global Covid-l9 Summit’ convened by U.S.
President Joe Biden. In her remarks, the prime minister underscored
the need for local production of vaccines by capable developing
countries and LDCs to guarantee universal access to vaccines. She
also shared her government’s plan to vaccinate 80% of
Bangladesh’s population by August 2022 at the Summit. German
Chancellor Angela Markel, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
Japanese Prime Minister Suga Yoshihide, Indonesian President
Joko Widodo, Prime Minister of New Zealand Jacinda Ardern, and
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, among others, attended
the Summit.

"A NEW BHASHAN CHAR AGREEMENT: WHAT NOW FOR THE ROHINGYA IN BANGLADESH?" - ATLANTIC
COUNCIL AND BANGLADESH EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON DC HOLDS A WEBINAR

Atlantic Council, a leading think tank based in Washington DC, in partnership with Bangladesh Embassy in Washington DC, hosted a
webinar titled “A new Bhashan Char agreement: What now for the Rohingya in Bangladesh” on 27 October 2021. Atlantic Council’s South
Asia Center featured Ambassador of Bangladesh to the USA, M. Shahidul Islam, who delivered a keynote speech on the theme of the
event and participated in a question-and-answer session. Ambassador M Shahidul Islam appreciated the role of the United States in
mitigating the humanitarian needs of the Rohingyas. However, he sought more political support from the USA in resolving the Rohingya
crisis. Among other aspects, Ambassador Islam highlighted the genesis of the crisis, the Bangladesh government’s generous welcoming
of the Rohingyas who fled widespread atrocities in Myanmar, Bangladesh’s sincere efforts to facilitate their return to Myanmar, recent
developments in the camps, and the agreement signed by Bangladesh government with UN, etc. The discussants recalled with gratitude
the generosity of Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in sheltering the survivors of mass atrocities and saving their lives.

BANGLADESH EMBASSY HOSTS RECEPTION IN HONOR OF RENOWNED FRENCH PHILOSOPHER AND
Bangladesh Embassy hosted a reception in honour of French
INTELLECTUAL MR. BERNARD-HENRI LÉVY
philosopher and intellectual Bernard-Henri Lévy on 26 October 2021.
Among others, Bangladesh Ambassador to the USA M Shahidul
Islam, former Foreign Secretary Ambassador Farooq Sobhan, and
Chargé d’affaires of the Embassy of Sri Lanka Wijayanthi
Edirisinghe, Deputy Director for South Asia from State Department
Scott Urbom, former World Bank Economist Syed Akhtar Mahmud,
and Professor Saifur Rahman of Virginia Tech were present at the
ceremony. Ambassador M Shahidul Islam, in his welcome remarks,
termed philosopher Bernard-Henri Lévy as a great friend of
Bangladesh and a valiant freedom fighter who fought for the cause of
Bangladesh in 1971. Bernard Henry Lévy, in his speech, highly
lauded Bangladesh as a liberal Muslim-majority country. He said that
Bangladesh is an example of tolerance and a model in the world for
respecting minorities and their rights.

AMBASSADOR OF BANGLADESH PRESENTS THE COPY OF HIS CREDENTIALS TO THE VICE MINISTER OF
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Ambassador M Shahidul Islam presented his “Letter of Credence” as
the non-resident Ambassador of Bangladesh to the Dominican
Republic to Mr. Josẻ Julio Gomẻz, Vice Foreign Minister for Bilateral
Affairs, on 22 October 2021. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
credential presentation was briefly done on a virtual platform. The
Ambassador thanked the government of the Dominican Republic for
continued support to Bangladesh on the Rohingya issue at the UN
and hoped that the two countries would strengthen their existing
cooperation on global issues. He also expressed Bangladesh’s keen
interest in strengthening Bangladesh’s bilateral relations with the
Dominican Republic through more trade, regular political
consultation, and easing visa formalities. The Vice Minister
reciprocated the same sentiments and proposed establishing a
regular consultation mechanism between the two countries.

"BANGLADESH: A DEVELOPMENT SUCCESS STORY" - CSIS HOLDS WEBINAR IN WASHINGTON DC
Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), a
leading think tank based in Washington DC, hosted an event
titled “Bangladesh: A Development Success Story” on 25
October 2021. Ambassador M Shahidul Islam, in his speech,
highlighted the most remarkable economic and social
transformation that has taken place during the last decade
under the prudent leadership of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina.
Ambassador Farooq Sobhan noted that a country roughly the
same size as Iowa, Bangladesh, has attained self-sufficiency
in food production and feeding its 180 million people. Former
BGMEA President, Rubana Huq, described Bangladesh as
akin to a phoenix in that it always rises from the ashes. MD of
BRAC, Tamara Abed, mentioned that Bangladesh’s population
density was an asset for the country, as it has aided in the
delivery of social programs, mobile intervention, financial
inclusion, and microfinance. Former US Ambassador to
Bangladesh Dan Mozena shared his firsthand experience of
working with the dynamic people who are the driving force of
the economy.

MAINSTREAMING MADRASA EDUCATION IN BANGLADESH GIVES DIVIDENDS
The government has undertaken policies and implemented those to
mainstream, modernize, and de-radicalize madrasa education.
During the last decade, there have been significant changes in the
madrasa curricula. In particular, Alia madrasas have followed a
government-formulated syllabus where they are taught all other
general subjects in addition to exclusively religious studies. Because
of the patronage of the government, madrasas are being wellintegrated with modern, mainstream education. The modernization
efforts have started producing results. This year, a Madrasa student,
Md Zakaria, has secured the first position in the admission test in the
country's top educational Institute, the University of Dhaka. He
obtained a total marks 100.50 out of 120 in the 'B' unit admission
test.

AMBASSADOR ATTENDS THE CELEBRATION OF THE BIRTH CENTENARY OF THE FATHER OF THE NATION
AND GOLDEN JUBILEE OF BANGLADESH'S INDEPENDENCE ORGANIZED BY THE HONORARY CONSULATE
IN CHICAGO

Ambassador M Shahidul Islam took part in the celebration of the birth centenary of the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman and the Golden Jubilee of Bangladesh’s independence in Chicago on 02 October 2021. This event was organized by the Honorary
Consulate of Bangladesh in Chicago. During his speech, the Ambassador highlighted the achievements of Bangladesh in economic growth.
He also underscored Bangladesh’s economic growth despite the hardships set by the COVID-19 pandemic. He lauded the contributions of the
hard-working Bangladeshi diaspora and their importance in the growth of the country. He also lauded the Government and people of the US
for being a significant contributor and the leading partner of Bangladesh in investment, trade and development.

AMBASSADOR M SHAHIDUL ISLAM MEETS UNDER SECRETARY MR. JOSE FERNANDEZ
Ambassador M Shahidul Islam met the newly appointed
Under Secretary for Economic Growth, Energy, and the
Environment of the U.S. State Department, Mr. Jose W.
Fernandez, on October 29, 2021. They discussed various
aspects of the Bangladesh-U.S. economic partnership and
expressed their willingness to work more closely to strengthen
trade & investment cooperation between the two countries.
They also discussed about improving workers’ welfare in
Bangladesh further and agreed to remain engaged on this
crucial issue.

BANGLADESH AMBASSADOR DELIVERS LECTURE AT THE LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
Ambassador M Shahidul Islam delivered a lecture at the Political
Science Department of Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. The
students of Political Science and faculty members attended this
interactive session with Bangladesh Ambassador. Ambassador M
Shahidul Islam highlighted the development journey of Bangladesh
and the role of the government, NGOs, entrepreneurs, and women
workforce behind this journey. He also highlighted the contribution
of agriculture, Ready-Made Garments, foreign remittances, which
have played a pivotal role in the economic growth of Bangladesh.
He also focused on micro-credit, human development, the role of
NGOs, climate change, disaster response in the context of the
current development of Bangladesh.

AMBASSADOR SHAHIDUL ISLAM MEETS ASSISTANT SECRETARY DONALD LU
Ambassador M. Shahidul Islam met the newly appointed
Assistant Secretary of State for South & Central Asian
Affairs Ambassador Donald Lu on October 27, 2021. They
discussed the whole gamut of Bangladesh-US bilateral
relations and identified areas for further strengthening
cooperation

between

the

two

countries.

They

also

expressed their willingness to work more closely to
expand the US-Bangladesh relationship through enhanced
collaboration between the two governments, businesses
and people-to-people contact.

EXPORTS EXPERIENCE RECORD GROWTH OVER 60% IN OCTOBER
Bangladesh has recorded its highest single-month export earnings
amounting to $4.72 billion in October 2021. The export receipts
registered a whopping 60.37% year-on-year growth. Apparel
shipment grew by 53.27% to $3.56 billion year-on-year in October,
raising the total export earnings to $15.74 billion in the first four
months of this fiscal year. After the withdrawal of lockdowns and
other mobility restriction measures, people have started resuming
their activities, including being physically present at workplaces and
tourism-related activities. The highest earnings, $2.04 billion, came
from knitwear shipment, while woven items fetched $1.51 billion,
both posting over 52% growth from a year-ago period.
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